umpiring
business
is everyone’s

Umpiring contacts
ACT
Jock Hillgrove — (02) 6232 6633
jock.hillgrove@aflnswact.com.au

NORTHERN TERRITORY
Mark Noonan — (08) 8980 4811
mark.noonan@aflnt.com.au

NSW
Graham Glassford — (02) 8333 8023
graham.glassford@aflnswact.com.au

Queensland
Andrew Reeves — (07) 3033 5400
areeves@aflq.com.au

South Australia
Patrick Willis — (08) 8161 3207
patrickw@sanfl.com.au

TASMANIA
Mike Brown — (03) 6229 4408
mbrown@footballtas.com.au

VICTORIA
Neville Nash (metropolitan) — (03) 8341 6067
neville.nash@aflvic.com.au
Gerard Ryan (country) — (03) 8341 6040
gerard.ryan@aflvic.com.au

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

let’s all have a positive
impact on the game

Steve Hargrave — (08) 9381 5599
shargrave@wafc.com.au

AFL
Lawrie Woodman – (03) 9643 1859
lawrie.woodman@afl.com.au

the philosophies driving

the laws of the game

Introduction
In an effort to achieve consistency in decision-
making, there is an emphasis on understanding 
the “spirit of the laws” (i.e. the philosophies
underlying the laws) and officiating according
to the spirit of the laws.

Fairness & Safety
It is the spirit and intention of the laws to ensure that
a match is played in a fair manner and to protect players
from sustaining injury.
All breaches of the laws shall be penalised.
For coaching purposes, seven main areas (spirit of the laws)
have been identified.

Contest for the ball
General Play
“The player whose sole objective is to contest the ball shall
be permitted to do so.”
 player may be fairly met by use of the hip, shoulder,
A
chest, arms and open hand and be pushed or bumped
in the chest or side.
Solid but legal bumps are permitted.

CONTACT to the HEAD
Contact to the head is considered to be illegal.

HEAD OVER THE BALL
A free kick will be awarded against a player who bumps
or makes forceful contact to an opponent from front-on
when that player has their head down over the ball.

Note:
A player can bump an opponent’s body from side-on
but any contact forward of side-on will be deemed
to be front-on;
A player with their head down in anticipation of
winning possession of the ball or after contesting the
ball will be deemed to have had their head down over
the ball for the purposes of this law.

Diving on the ball
“The ball shall be kept in motion.”
Where a player elects to dive on the ball or, when on the
ground, elects to drag the ball underneath his or her body
and is correctly tackled, the player is to be penalised for
holding the ball if he or she fails to immediately knock
the ball clear or correctly dispose of it.

Marking contests
“ The player whose sole objective is to contest a mark shall
be permitted to do so.”
Where there is incidental contact in a marking contest
when the ball is the sole objective (eyes on the ball),
play on will result.
When a player leaps early, the attempt must be realistic
(i.e. he/she must be able to touch the ball).

Tackling
“A player who is tackled illegally while in possession of the ball
will be awarded a free kick.”

No Prior Opportunity — Reasonable Time
“The player who has possession of the ball and is tackled
correctly by an opponent shall be given a reasonable time to
kick or handball the ball or attempt to kick or handball the ball.”

Ruck contests
“The player whose sole objective is to contest the ruck
shall be permitted to do so.”
Where there is incidental contact in a ruck contest
when the ball is the sole objective (eyes on the ball),
play on will result.

Advantage plays
“The ball shall be kept in motion by permitting the
team offended against to take advantage, provided play
is continuous.”
Advantage can apply only to a free kick. It cannot
apply to a mark.
A guide as to whether play is continuous is that the
outcome of the play would have been the same had
the whistle not been blown.

50-metre penalty
“After a mark or free kick has been awarded, a 50-metre
penalty will be awarded against the opposing team which
unduly delays the play or abuses an umpire.”
An undue delay of the play includes:
Going over the mark before the umpire calls play on.

If the tackle pins the ball, a field bounce will result.

Not returning the ball directly to a player after he
or she has been awarded a mark or free kick.

If a correct tackle or bump causes the player with the
ball to lose possession, play on will result.

 nduly holding up an opponent after that player
U
has marked the ball.

Prior Opportunity — Immediate Disposal

 player not involved in a marking contest holds
A
a player who has marked the ball or has been
awarded a free kick.

“The player who has possession of the ball and has had an
opportunity to dispose of it and is then tackled correctly by
an opponent must immediately kick or handball the ball.”
If a correct tackle pins the ball or causes the player
with the ball to lose possession, a free kick will result.
If a bump or knock to the arm causes the player with
the ball to lose possession, play on will result.

